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llTRODtJC!IO:I 

In the latter half of .the seco~ cen~ Tertullia~ 

could write in his Prescription, ".Quid Athenae Biei-GatJ,"7nff." 

B'ot man;,- miles eastward there lived a .contemporarJ' in 
' . 

Alexandria who thought Athens had 1:JD1Ch .to ~o with Jeru.sal••• 
·, . . 

Clement of Alexandria had begun a tradition in. the Catholic 

Church which was destined to influence its theological 

thinking until the present da7. Be began the never-ending 

task of attempting s7stematicall7 to relate t .he Gospel ot 
' 

Jesus Christ to the culture of the world in which Christians 

live. Although he has not gained immortalit7 through his 

own systematic efforts, the fruits of his labor were to be 

seen in his pupil Origen • .. 

Clement had good reason to approach the message of the 

Church as he did. He was born in the cit7 of philosopht', 

Athens, in the one-hundred-fifties. Be was raised in an 

atmosphere of cultured paganism. Until his conversion in 

earl7 manhood he was educated in rhetoric and philosopby and 

literature; perhaps he was initiated into the ID1"Steries of 

Eleusis. 1 In his studies and in his travels he had the 

opportunity to become familiar with the pagan literature of 

1R. B~ Tollinton, Clement of Alexandria (London: 
Williams and Norgate, 1914), !,1-26. 
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antiquity and o.t -his own day; • . This stu~ instilled iD . hill 

a ' love for literature and philosop~ which was to remain 

with him throughout his lite. In tact, Tollinton po~ts 

out that Clement's conversion to Christianity w~s not a ·. , 

rejection of his former beliefs, but rather a filling -of 

them with a new principle of knowledge.2 These factors 

influenced his whole approach to Christianity. As he be

came better acquainted with the tradition of th~ ·church he 

attempted to assimilate this with his learning in philosophy. 

Af'ter his conversion he traveled and studied under 

various Christian teachers, without settling down to study 

under any single one. He arrived in Alexandria in the earl7 

7ears of 180. Prior to this time he may have s~di~d with 

Tatian and Theodotus, but it was Pantaenus, "the true 

Sicilian bee," who inspired him. In the opening chapter of 

the Stromateis he relates his experiences with his mentors: 

0£ these the one, in Greece, an Ionic; the other in 
Magna Graecia; the first of these from Coele-Syria, 
the second from Egypt, and others from the East. The 
one was born in the land of Assyria, and the other a 
Hebrew in Palestine. 

When I came upon the last (He was the first in power), 
having tracked him out concealed in Egypt, I found 
rest. He, the true Sicilian bee, gathering the spoil 
of the flowers of the prophetic and apostolic meadow, 
engendered in the souls of his hearers a deathless 
element of knowledge., 

2 ' . Ibid., PP• 12-13. 

301ement of Alexander, ··stromata, 11 1,1, ilCL, I, 355. 
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Ve know li 1;tle ot Pantaenua .except that he was the 

first teacher ot the cateohetical school in .Alexandria 

which was to produce Clement and Origen. Be · sa1;1st1e4 

Oleme:nt' s quest for knowledge and was most likel.7 very . in

fluential in determ1D1ng Clement's later thought. After 

Pantaenus's death Clement succee4e4 h1a as head ot ·the 

school. 

At the end of the second oentU7 ·-A1exandria was a 

bustling Hellenistic cit,'. It was large and importan1; because 

it was situated at a crucial place between Bast and Vest. 

To its great port ships ot everr countr., brought their · wares. 

It was tilled with representatives ot ever., nation and 

culture. As a result its people tended to be rather s7cretis

tic in their religion. Although Clement did not take ex

tensive part in the activitT° ot the citr, he was quite 

familiar with its culture through his classroom activities. 

This s7Dcretism ot Alexandria became a major influence in. 

his understanding ot the Gospel. Dail7 he was forced to 

reckon with the intellectuals· ot Alexandria and to interpret 

the Church's message to them. 

Apparentl7 the Church was relativel7 undeveloped in. 

Alexandria at this tillle. An ancient tradition attributes 

the city's first evangelization to St. Mark, but even it 

this is the case, the Church had not unfolded rapidly. In 

its canon, w0rship, m1D1'1try and creed it was lagging behind 

the other great centers. This explains w~· Clement could 
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v.ork with such treedoa in the school. 

The school at which he inatnc~ed was called a 

oatechetical school • . . It was not-directl7 associated with 

the Ohurch. It was uinl.7 a place where Christian doctrine 

was discussed under intelligent leadership. It ·was not 

until Demetrius became bishop 1n 189 that the episcopal . . 

ottice _gained strength in Alexandria, and throughout Oleaent•s 

lite:time the school had no episcopal sanction. 4 ·' ·· 

The head of the oatechetical school was not at all 

times a member of the cleJ.'8'7·, although Cle•nt was most 

likely ordained to the preab7terate. It is doubtful that he 

ever became a bishop in the technical sense, al though he 

is called this in at least one instance. Usually he was 

referred to as poimen, presbzteros, hiereus.5 

Although there is little question a~out the authenticit7 

ot Clement's three ma3or writings, there are DL&IJ1' problems 

connected with their order and dating. Thus in. Tollin.ton• s 

opinion the only assured tact is that Clement had written 

no book for publication before he began the composition ot 

the .stromata.6 This conclusion is supported b7 Venclland and 

4Tollin.ton, ~• gll., p. ·21. 

5 Ibid., P• 20. 
6 Ibid., II, 333. 
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Beuaai. 7 Harnack, however, gives ·the Stromata the tinal 

place in the order of writing. He holds tbat the Protrepticus 

was written· in the final years of the second centur.,; that 

Stromata I and II: came into being be.tore he left Alexandria 

in 202; that books III and IV were composed outside of 

Alexandria, perhaps in 203; and that nei~he~ the Paedagogp.s 

nor the final books of the Stromata except for book VIII 

(which 1.s not actually a part of the Stromata) were composed 

in Alexandria. Harnack holds tbat these were perhaps 

written in Oaesarea when Bi.shop Alexander was imprisoned.8 

Clement ''s most important work is the Stromata. It is 

a long work of seven books comprising over six hundred 

pages in English translation. This title was frequentl.7 

given to writings which covered a multitude of subjects. In 

English it is descriptively called the Miscellanies. It is 

a general work discussing the relationship or the Ohr1.stian 

faith to secular learning. Almost eveJ!7 phase of Christian 

doctrine is treated somewhere in its pages. Clement gives 

us his reason .tor writing down his teaching in the opening 

chapter:: 

Whence, to aid the weakness of my memor.,, and provide 
£or myself a saluter., help to 1lf3' recollection in a 
systematic arrangement of chapters, I necessaril.7 
make use of this .torm. There are then some things of 

?Adolf Harnack Geschichte der Altchristlichen Literatur 
bis Eusebius (Leipzlg, J. c. BiDr!chs Verlag, 1958), 11; 2, 
,-r7. 

8:Ibid. 
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which we have no recollection; for the power that was 
in the blessed men was great. · There are also· some 

t things which are effaced, having faded away in the 
mind itself, since such -a task is not easy to those not 
experienced;. these I revive in my commen:taries. Some 
things I purposely omit in the exercise of a w1s·e 
selection, afraid to write what I guarded against 
speaking; not grudging--for that were wrolig--but tear
ing for my readers lest they should stumble by t9Jd ng 
them in a wrong sense, ••• For it is impossible 
that what has been written should not escape, although 
remaining unpublished by me. But ·a1ways being revolved, 
using the one only voice, that of writings, they 
answer nothing to him that makes inquiries beyond what 
is written; for they require of necessity the aid of 
someone either or him who wrote, or of someone else 
who has walked in his footsteps. Some things my 
treatis9 will hint; on some it will linger; some it 
will merely mention. It will try to speak imperceptibly, 
to exhibit secretly, and to demonstrate silently. The 
dogmas taught by remarkable sects will be adduced; and 
to these will be opposed all that ought to be premised 
in accordance with the profoundest contemplation of 
the knowledge, which, as we proceed to the renowned and 
venerable canon of tradition, from the creation of the 
world, will advance our· view; setting before us what 
according to natural contemplation·- necessarily has to 
be treated of beforehand, and clearing off what sta~ds 
in the way of this arrangement. So that we may have 
our ears ready for the reception of the true tradition 
of knowledge; the soil being previously cleared of the 
thorns and of every weed by the husbandman, in order 
to the planting of the vine.9 

The work is not as orderly and systematic as we should like 

it to be. Clement intended it to be unclear and puzzling, 

however, because he did not want to reveal the secrets which 

had been delivered to him. We will see exactly what he means 

by. this in the chapter on Secret Tradition. 

Even if, with Tollinton, we were to hold that the 

Stromata were begun befo·re any of the other writings, it 

9stromata, 1,1, ANCL, I, 357-358. 
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was probably completed last·. Between i:fis begimling and 

completion he wrote his Exhortation and Instructor. Be 

apparentl7 had in mind writing a trilogy-, which would· in

clude these two works and a final one called The Teacher. - .....,;~--
In the Instructor he says, 

A. beautiful arrangement is observed b7 the all
benignant Word, who first exhorts, then trains, and 
finall7 teaches.iO · 

There is some question whether the Stromata replaced this 

work or not. But if we presuppose that the Stromata was 

begun prior to the Exhortation, it seems likely ·that the 

Stromata is the intended Didaslcalos. At 8D7' rate, it appears 

that Clement's aims were not carried out exactly- as he had 

intended them. 

The full title of the Exhortation is the Protreptikos 

Eros Hellenes. It is an address which aims at converting 

the reader by showing the futility- of pagan worship and 

belief. Even though it has much in common with the earlier 
-

Christian apologists it corresponds more to the classical 

literary form used to bring someone to a certain decision. 

Aristotle, Epicurus, Oleanthus, Ohryssipus and Poseidonu.us 

each wrote a protreptikos. Cicero's Hortensius would :tall 

into the same categor.,.11 Bear the end of the work he 

10oiement of Alexandria, 11 Instructor,': 3,3i ~~, 
I, 1-31. 

11Johannes Quasten, Petrology; (Utrecht: Spectrum 
Publishers, 1953), II, 7• 
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~dicates his purpose as he calls his readers to a 

decision. 

What then is the address I give you? I . urge you to 
be saved. This Christ desires. In one wora:, He freely 
bestows life on you. And who is He? Briefly learn. 
The word of truth--the goal that urges to salvation-
Be who expels destruction and pursues death--He who 
builds up the temple of God in men that He may cause 
God to take up his abode in men.12 · 

The third of his great works is the Tutor or Instructor 

or Paidagogos. This is an immediate continuation of the 

Exhortation, and is intended to instru.ct those who have 

accepted the advice of the Exhortation. In general it is 

a treatise on Christian life written in three books. The 

first book attempts to lay down a theological foundation 

for the ethical sections by describing at length the office 

of the Instructor, who is the Word, Christ. In the second 

book Clement treats in detail amost every aspect of the 

Christian life. For example, he discusses eating, drinking,· 

laughter, sleep, clothe§, ~ shoes, jewels, ornaments and 

many others. The final book continues with other phases of 

Christian behavior such as the· baths, embellishing the body, 

hair, painting the face, walking, going to church, and 

others. This work gives us a fascinating pictu.re of life 

in Alexandria at the end of the second century. 

The Instructor ends with a bymD. to Christ the Savior. 

There is some doubt as to its authenticity although it does 

12:1Exhortation to the Heathen, :r 11, ANCL, I, 104. -__;,;;;_,____,_,..., ... - -
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hai,uDize vi th the iaager., of r the ~ok. '. ~sten speculate a 

that i ~ may be the of ticial prayer ot praise of ~he ~urch 

of Alexandria.13 ~o one can. -conclusiyel7 demo~trate either . . . .. 

i1;s authenticity qr falsity. Harnack doubts -its au~h~~1:city1 

but feels it could be Clementine. There is another lqmn to 

the Paedagogus whic~ Barn~ok . a ttri_~utes to Arethas. 14 . . . . 

These are Clement~• major .-vr~tiDgs, which derive, 1~ .. 

not from his actual days in Alexandria, at , least from .~• 

work in the school ·there. Apparently Clement was torced to 

leave Alexandria because of the persecution of Septillu.s 

Severus 1n 202. It appears he went to . Cappadocia where 

his former _pli1~:,1aJ, Alexander, was now Bishop. After leaving 

Alexandria Clement mu.st have devoted his efforts more to 

pastoral duties than tormerl7. After he left Cappadocia_ 

he went to Antioch in Syria. There is extant a letter 

which Clement brought to Antioch from Alexandria. In this 

letter Alexander commends Clement to the . Church there and 

especially notes his efforts in building up and nourish1 ng 

the Church in Oappadocia. Arte~ this we have no record of 

his 11:t e. He may have sta7ed in Anti_och or he ma7 bave 

gone to Jerusalem to live. lie probabl7 died before a15.15 

Of Clement• s other extant writings the most important 

13Johannes Qµ.asten, .!m• cit., II~ 11. 

14Adolf Harnack, .!m• ~•• II:~, 20. 
15ii. B. Tollinton, ~• cit., I, 20. 
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·• ·re the Exhortation 12 Endur&nce· (or h ~ Recentlz · 

Baptized) ·and Quia Dives· Saivetur. It Olell'ent· devote4 his 
. . 

later years to pastoral duties, . as SOM would suggest, 
• • •, I 'l, 'r 

these writings would ·· corroborate tlis. :ror they are ilore 

pastoral in character than his three ma3or works. 

The · first of these two writings is mentioned 'b7' lluebius. 

Today we have only a .trapent troa it; some have questioned· ... 

it it is actually Ole:mentille, although most scholars accept 

it as authentic. The fragment is not large, but it does 

reveal a treatise which gives instru.ction to one who haa 

been baptized. I~ points out some of the dangers which lie 

ahead tor the neop)l7be••·an~;gives encouragement and advice. 

The other writing may be a sermon. It is qaaed on 

Hark 1:11-,1. The Greek title is~ 12 Sozomenos Plousios; 

it allegorizes the Gospel account to show that it is not 

necessar.r to dispose of one •·s money 1n · order to be saved, 

tor the stor., onl7 wams·against the desire tor aoney. It 

closes with an interesting legend of St~· john watcb1ng over 

the Church. Although Tollinton finds it dilticult to assign 

this writing to Clement he concedes that it does sunirnarize 

his teaching;16 the evidence seems to indicate that the work 

is Clementine and we shall regard it as such. 

There are m&Jl1' vri tings which are attributed to Clement 

but are lost. The most important was his ltypo;t;noseis or 

16Ibid., II., 201. 
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Outlines. It was Wi".itten in eight_ pooks and gave an alle-. . . -. 

gorical . in~erpretation ot selected: ve.~ses of Sc~pt~ .• 

Bu.sebiua knew it; s~ did_ Photiua, who ~udged it harshl.7 
. . ' 

· because he regarded it as unorthodox.. Only a tew, .,xcel."l)ta 

are preserved.17 

There are two other writings which are more ext.e~i-v:eq

preserved. The7 are th, Exoerpta. !! .Theodoto and t .he Eclogae 

Propheticae. Zahn is of the . opinion that these aM-:-::e;zcerpta 

from the writing~ of Clement made by someone else. Because 

the7 are so ~oaded vi th gnostic language he find.a it d_~--: .. 

ficult to separate the gnostic sources from. the words of .. 

Clement. 18 Quasten is of the opiDion tQ~t. they are excerpts , 

from writings on Gnosticism. by Clement, perhaps some of his 

preliminary- stuq on the heresy.1?. Harnack does not think 

the7 can be proved to be Clementine; neither does he ~•el 

that the7 can be proved talse.20 Ve shall not give much 

attention to these two writings. 

The eighth book of the Strom.eta is a collection of 

sketches and studies on philosopb1'. I:ts style is quite dif

ferent from that ot the other books. Most scholars follow 

Harnack in maintaining its 91ementine authorship although 

17Johannes ~aten1 .!m• 2!1•• Ir, 17. 
18Ibid. 1 II:, 15. 

l9Ibid. 

20Adolf Harnaok, ~• 9.!!i.•t II:2, 17-18. 
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he does not regard it as -part ot the Stromata.2~ This 

eighth book will not be used at all in this stu~ since it 

has no relevant sections. 

This brief overview of Clement's life and work should 

help to place our stu~ in its proper perspective. Ve must 

remember that Clement was a pioneer as he launched into the 

depths of scientific theology. Be lived at a precarious 

time in the history of the Church. Be came out of a 

literary pagan culture and found himself faced with several 

generations of Christian tradition. To work out the relation

ship of this pagan culture and the new Christian tradition 

was his life's work. His problem, though one that continually 

faces the Church, was unique in that he worked with little 

precedent and a tradition which had not wholly cry-stallized. 

Philosophy and the sacred tradition were his raw materials. 

With the insight of his own faith he proceeded with confi

dence. Gilson sums up the importance of Clement in these 

words: 

The importance of Clement does not lie in the few 
philosophical ideas which can be found scattered 
throughout his works, but rather, in his ·deep and 
remarkably successful elucidation of the relation ot 
philosop~ to Christian faith. There is only one true 
philosop~, whose source is the philosopb1' according 
to the Hebrews or, in other words, the philosophy' 
according to Moses. Since the Greeks ha!e drawn from 
it, we ourselves can draw from it under its two forms, 
Holy Scripture and Greek philosophy'. Assuredly, the 
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doctrine ot Christ is sufficient unto salvation., ··but 
phi:,losop'b1' can he~p us in leading men. to Christ and 
~ ~~quiring into the meaning of faith after .accept"ing 
it. 

.. 
Clement is the first of the Eastern fathers to concern. 

b1msel:r with problems of systematic theology-. There had been. 

et.torts along similar lines in the vest b;y Irenaeus and 

Tertullian, but they are o:t a different nature. Irenaeus and • I 

Tertullian had both concerned themselves with the tradition 

which had been passed on to them in dealing with heresy-, but 

because they were in the west they operated on a much dif

ferent basis from that of Clement. 

Clement is important because of his doctrine of secret 

tradition. Although he is not completely- unique in this 

respect he is the staunchest upholder o:t such a teaching. 

This secret tradition was closely- related to his gnosis, 

which for Clement is a virtue, not a heresy-. In.stead ot 

looking upon a special enlightenment as a mark o:t a sec

tarian group, Clement sees this as the ideal for which all 

Catholic Christians should strive, even though few reach it. 

There are two possible approaches, in this writer's 

opinion, to a study of tradition in the writings of Clement. 

One is historical, _the other systematic. An examination o:t 

the post-apostolic age indiQates that there were several 

· 22Etienne Gilson, Historz .2! Christian Philoso~f. ,!a 
~ Middle Ages (New York:: :Random House, 1955), P•~ 
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great centers ot Ohristian11;J' which drew heavil.7 on the. 

t~di tion handecl doVD .troa a c•rt•~ · apostle. . A good example 

ot this is Asia Minor, where St. John reportedl.7 spent ;t~ 

last :,ears ot his lite. Thus, though there was basic doctri

nal unan1 m1 't7 throughout the Olmrch, · there also eziated · · 

peculiar local traditions, which, it not mutual~ contra- ,. 

41oto17, at least exhibited diverse guiding principles. 

When the 0.hurch .was ver,- young, these local tradition.a 

probabl.7 had relati vel7 little . influence. on. on.e an.other. ... 

But b:, the second century", an.d particularl.7 towards the end 

ot the centur,-, the gre~:t; . cent~rs .of the Ohurch we~ drawing 

on various traditiona. A good example of this would be the 

legend about s1;. John appearing 1D Alexandria in. Clement's 

Qu.is Dives Salvetur.23 The historical approach seeks to ·; 

learn. the source and na1iure ot the traditions which Clement 

uses. This would necessitate an intimate knowledge ot the 

tirst·:_150 :,ears o.t Christianity and especiall.7. :much of the 

apocryphal and pseudipigraphical literature. 

This stud1', however, will attempt a more qstematic 

approach to the problem. There has been much work iD this· 

area o.t Clement's thought, but this stuq hopes to supple

ment what has been done rather-11~ reiterate. Although 

maiq scholars have spoken about tradition iD Ole•nt, no 

230.lement ot Alexandria, "The lioh Man I s Salvation," 
Clement of Alexandria, edited b7 _G: V. Ba.tterworth (London:: 
'1iiii8lll lliinemann, Ltd., 1919), Jl'•'0 ''1G-:376. 
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1, 
one e:mept Hanson, in his stuq ot tradi tio~ in Origen~ 

has reall7 attempted to ela~itJ' the basic i~sue~. ~4 . _. 

This stud1' ~ill attempt to . spell out the r,1atioaahip · · 
.. ' 

between the various kinds ~f tradition in ~le•nt's writings. 

We shall use the tera tradition in the broad sense which bas 

been elucidated b;r Martin Ohemnitz in his Examen. Here he 

distinguishes eight genera:1.ot tradition. 25 By this defini

tion, Hol7 Scripture, the faithful transmis~ion of these 

Script~res, the creeds, the text and its proper interpreta

tion, dogmas drawn from the Scriptures and ancient rites 

and ceremonies are deaignated as tradition. Part ot our 

task will be to define the various genera employed b7 

Cl.ement. We wish .further to see how he uses these various 

kinds ot tradition in the theological task which he attempted 

and the authority which he gives to each·. 

This inquiry is not being made for purely historical 

reasons. Contemporary theology is acutely concerned with 

the problem of Scripture and tradition, in part because of .. ·~ 

the . renewed interest in theological prolegomena, the ecWIL8Di

cal movement, and the liturgical revival. Again, sociological 

studies have shown that Church bodies are often :more influenced 

b7 their respective traditions than bas been commonly 

24H. P. c. Hanson, Origen's Doctrine gt Tradition 
(London: s. P. c·. K., 1954), PP• 54H. 

25Martin Chemnitz, Examen Oono.ilii Tridentini, edited 
b7 Edward Preuss (Berlin:: Gustave Schlaw!tz, l86l), PP• 69-99. 
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recognized in the recent past. Martin B. !fart7 remarks, 

tJ.~istory, liturgy, ·tradition, psychic make-up, the experi

ences of life color the interpretation ot the Scriptura.n26 

This writer feels that the only legitimate way to begin 

to work out in contemporary- terms the prolegomena to a 

genuinely Catholic theology is to root it in Catholic teach

ing and practise. At the same time he has attempted to not 

allow systematic presuppositions to determind the results 

of his inquiry. 

Most of the citations from Clement will be .trom the 

following edition of his works: :·;clement of · Alexandria, 

Ante-Nicene Christian Librarz:: Clement 2! Alexandria, Vols. 

I and II1 translated by William Wilson and edited by Alexander 

Roberts and James Donaldson (Edinburgh:: T. & T. Clark, 

186?, 1869). To facilitate locating references in editions 

other than this one we shall list the title of Clement's 

work, such as Instructor, Exhortation ll ~ Heathen, or 

Stromata followed by the book and chapter and then the volume 

and page of the edition we have used. For example: The -
Instructor, 3,3, AllCL, I, 131. This will apply to all 

citations except those of book III. ot the Stromata which 

will be taken from the following edition: Clement of 

Alexandria, A1exandrian Christianity, Vol. II: in~ Librarz 

of Christian Classics, edited and translated by J.E. L. - ----------- -------
26-artin E. ~rty, ! Short Histo~ 2! Christianity 

(New York: Meridian Books, Inc., 1959~ P• 206. 
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. .. 

Oul ton and Benr., Chadwick (Philadelpflia: ft.e West■, ns-ter 

I 

: " . 
Press, 1954). Our .notation· vi!l l be: ~ Stromata, 3,1, 

LCL, P• 50. -

I • 
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CHAPTER. II 

CONCEPT 0~ AU!HORITY 

There was no question in the llind o:t Clement conce,-n 

the foundation on which he stood. He realized that his 

teaching found its erigin in God's revelation ot Himsel:t. 

Be does not attempt to narrow this revelation to one time 

and place, although we shall see that it had its culmination 

in the lite of the Incarnate Word of God. Rather he sees 

God as one who has revealed himself at sundr.r times and in 

divers manners. Be was even willing to concede that some 

ot the ancient philosophers and poets were able to perceive 

something of this God. 

And let it not be this one man alone--Plato; but, ••• 
0 Philosop~ hasten to produce malcy' others also, who -
declare the only- tru.e God to be God, through His 
inspir~tion, if in any measure they have grasped the 
truth.J. 

It is wise to begin this stud7 of Clement• s concept ot 

tradition by exploring the concept of authority- tor Clement • 
• 

Although scholars such as Hanson point out that mu.ch o:t 

Clement's theology and so called tradition were the result 

of speculation, there is not aD.7 question in Clement's mind 

that he was deriving it from an authoritative source. 

Whether he actually- does so or not is another question. Por 

1Exhortation to the Heathen, 6, ANCL, I, 71. Hereafter 
abbreviated Exhort:- -
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·him, however, his ·work proceedea from divine authority 

rather than his· own speculation. 

I~ is obvious that tor Clement there was one source .of 

his teaching. However, he was not so concerned to distinguish 

its various genera. He had received a tradition which had 

been handed down from the Savior. 

Now that the _Suior has taught the apostles, the 
unwritten rendering of the written has been handed 
down

2
to us, inscribed by the power of God on hearts 

new. 

This teaching was handed over first to the apostles 

and from them it was passed on to others. It can be called 

by many names but it is first and foremost the tradition of 

the Lord. Even in later generations the church was in the 

possession of this tradition of the Lord, although many tried 

to pervert this same tradition and come into the church 

through other means. He is speaking about such heretics in 

the following section. 

But not having the key of· entrance, but a false (and 
as the common phrase expresses it) a counterfeit key, 
by which they do not enter in as we enter in, through 
the tradition of the Lord, by drawing aside the curtain; 
but by bursting through the side -door, and digging 
clai:destinely through the wall of the church, and 
stepping over the truth, they constitute t~emselves 
the Mystagogu.esof the soul. of the impious. 

It is important to note the divine origin of this 

.2stromata, 6 115, ANCL, II, 382. 

3Ibid., ?,16, ANCL, II, 485. 
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tradition. -~he Ohuroh was JLQ:t; a4d1ng to what: :the. San~r. 

had said, but t~e apostles were a lin.lt in th• ch~in. which . ~ 

proceeded from God through his Son. down. to Oleaent h1.-elt . ... ·· 

It was a continuous tradition. froa a clivin.e source. -· . 

Bence he can speak ot divine tradition when speaking 

ot the transmission from the apostles. Be says, 

And those have a. craving .for glory who volun.taril.7 
evade by- arguments of a diverse sort, the things 
delivered b7 the apostles and teachers, which are 
wedded to inspired words; opposing the divine tradition 
b7 human teachings, in order to establish the hereq.4 

The apostles had no obligation to teach this tradition 

to others, and tor this reason they spent little time writing. 

This is his explanation tor the lack of inuch written 

apostolic literature.5 Even. to thia day this practise had 

persisted, tor he feels he must defend himself when be begins 

to write books. 6 

The next stage was to deliver the tradition. to the 

followers ot the apostles. Clement thought that his teachers 

were in the same line which had preceeded from the Savior. 

"They- (Ji.is teachers) preserving the tradition of the blessed 

doctrine -derived directly from the hol7 apostles, Peter, James, 

John, and Paul, the son. receiving it from the father.~7 

4 Ibid., P• 483. 
501ement of Alexandria, Eclogae Prophetae, ~uoted in 

R. P. Cl. Hanson, Origen's Doctrine 91. Tradition (London:: 
s. P. C .• K,., 1954), P• 62. 

6stromata, 1,1, .ABOL, ~, 349 .• 

?Ibid., P• 355• 
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~his understandiDg· of tratition led him to tbe conviction 

that he .was in possession of the -trae teach1ng of the Lord. 

In fact, he at times refer.red to it aa the "true traditicm.:"8 

To clarify hrther let ua contrast the t~e 'tradition 

with the false tradition of the heretics. Throughout hia 

~i tings Ol.ement spends au.ch time refuting not 0D17 the 

pagan philosophers but also the heretics of his century. 

He usuall7 argnes that the heretics have placed a false 

interpretation on certain passages . of Hol7 Scripture. •,.Clement 

was convinced that the7 could. not reach the truth, if the7 

did not follow the tru.e tradition. li1 IL8Jl1' cases he argues 

in this mann~r, because he does not feel that the7 were able 

to possess the true tradition. , The7 allowed their own 

opinions to obstruct their interpretation. 

T.hose who hold that for them there is no difference 
between right and wrong force a few passages of 
Scripture and think the7 favour their own. immoral 
opinions •••• The noble apostle himself refutes 
the charge against him implied in their false exegesis 
by the words with which he continues after the saying 
~ust quoted.: • • • In this inspired and prophetic 
way he at once destroys the devi:c•e,! 9f these licentious 
sQphists.9 

At the conclusion of his Quis <Dl.vea lalvetur he :Indicates 

how one may remain faithful to the teaching of the Church. 

"In this let a man tru.st the authorit7· of God's disciples 

and of God their. sure't7, to the authority of the prophecies, 

8Ibid., 7,~, II,· 424 • . 

9Ibid., 2,8, II, 68-69. 
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goap~la and words ot the apostles.•1~ 

· ; . (neme_nt' s theology was eooleaiaatioall.7 orientated. 

Be speaks often ot the 0.hurch and i ·s ca:retul to distinguish 

it trom heretical sects. lie had a verr high opinion of the 

Church, tor it was to him the vehicle tor the tranaission 

ot divine tradition. For this reason he can reter to this 

same tradition of .which we bave spoken as the ecclesiastical 

tradition. "So he, who has spurned the ecclesiastical 

tradition and darted ott to the opinions- ot heretical men, 

has ceased to be a man of God, and to remain taithtul to 

the Lord. 1111 

As we have seen, tradition was tor Clement the act of 

handing over a particular corpus of .teaching. Implied in ·· · 

this understanding was the assumption that wbat was handed 

down had its origin from God. He also took it tor granted 

that the .apostles and their successors were faithful in 

their transmission ot this teaching. This was their task 

as teachers of the Ohurch. The act of transmission could be 

carried out by word of mouth or by writing. "But the hus-
12 

bandry' is twofold,--the one unwritten and the other written." 

1001ement of Alexandria,~ Dives Salvetur, Clement 
of Alexandria, edited and tranilitecr,;:-G. U. Butterworth 
~ndon: William Heinemann, Ltd., ·1919), P• 385. 

11stromata, 7,16, ANOL, II:, 477. 
12Ibid., .+,l, All@.1?.I, 352. 
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In the mind · of · Clement there was no intrinsic difference .· . . .. 

between these two media of tradition. 

-Unfortunately Ole:ment' s -·use of tradition is not this 

simple. He speaks at length of a secret tradition which 

was the possession of the tru.e gnostic. He also refers 

often to various rules such as the rule of truth, the ecclesi

astical rule and others which are part of the working tradi

tion which he had at his disposal. These must, however, be 

treated in a later chapter. Ve shall see that his under

standing and use of secret tradition and of an. ecclesiastical 

rule support further the opinion maintained above. These 

were a very significant part of the oral tradition. 

We have already- quoted a section from the first cha~ter 

of book one of the Stromata where Clement treats written 

documents. 13 This is the most complete discussion of this 

subject in his writings. Ye have noted t~at he goes to 

great lengths to apologize for written compositions. Behind 

this is the fear that the uninitiated will ~a7 hold of that 

which was onl7 reserved for the gnostic. He is partial to 

the things which are unwritten for he sees these things are 

more important. In this case ht;t is working on the assumption 

of a secret tradition-which had never been committed to 

writing • . Books such as his Stromata were, in his opinion, 

. ~precedented. 

13supra, p. 6. 
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lm. this .tirst chapter ot the S.tromata he ··41stinglii.shea: 

clearly between written and unwritten tradition. In a·· later 

section he indicates that the ·oral tradition will be eom-

mi tted to writing. "Aud in whomsoever the eye ot · the soul 

has been blinded by 111 nurture and teaching, let him ad

vance to the true light, to the truth, which shows . 'b7 writing 

the things that are unwritten."14 

Be.tore discussing the written tradition we should note 

one section in his Quis Dives Salvetur which can further 

illuminate his view toward the unwritten tradition. In this 

sermon he uses a story' which he has received by- word of 

mouth. The stor.r relates an episode in the life of St. Jobn. 

when he rode on horseback, in spite of his years, to reclaim 

a lost member of the Church. Clement's introductory words 

are s igni.ticant: "Hear a stOJ:'1' that is no mere story, but 

a true account of John the apostle that has been banded down 

and preserved in memor,-.n15 
Cl.ement speaks at length about a written tradition. ID 

most every case he is referring to apostolic writings which 

later were canonized. In mos~ instances he uses the word 

graphe to introduce these writings. Be bas in mind primarily 

the writings o.t the Old Testament, but he does not hesitate 

to use the term .tor the New Testament. In commenting on 

14stromata, 1,1, .ANCL, I, 354. 
1 5ceiement--··of ~:nean~m,1-.Q@Et·:.DbarN v.e.mix:.:YAl!Y!ent 

o.t Ale~ndria~ ···ea.:i.te<f ·and .. translated by G~. Butterworth, 
pp. 357.t.t. 
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the gen.re use· ot the- te1"1l in tbib aecoDd centu17 Oarr~on. 

sa7s-: · · "The word graphe : or 'writings' · is obrlousl7 used, tor 

holy books in a religious traUtion, but more cJnnot be · · ?. 

sa~d."16 We will see that· Clement.-m.ade much use ot the.•·. 

graphe in all· his writings, but we must be cautious . not to 

liait the term graphe to. tbe books ot the Old and Bew Testa-
.. 

ment. Clement frequentl7 . uses the t!9rm wh,n -introdJlcing .. 

quotations from Old · Testament 1apocrypl;lal-.. bo0Jcs, :: or fro• . 

apostolic writings, such as the Epistle of Barnabas, the 

Epistle of Clement, and others. The significance of •~ 
' . 

written tradition tor Clement is· not in the .fact that it 

was written but in the tact that it was apostolic. He can 

speak of St. Paul and St. Barnabas in much : the same wq. ·. 

Because the graphe had their origin from the Lord the7 

were authoritative as was the oral tradition. He calls the 

graphe the "voice o~- the Lorc1,n17 ~Scriptures of the -Lord.,n18 
. . 

and the "inspired Scriptures. n19 ·· Just as he could speak: 

of them as from the Lord he speaks· of "prophetic Scriptures1120 

lGphilip Carrington, The Ear1t Christi~ Church 
(Cambridge:: The University--Wess, 957), II~ 319. 

17stromata, 7,16, · ANOL, II, 477. 
18Ibid., 7,1, 111cp:,,~·JEI'; .406tt • 

19:tbid., 7,16, AllQiij-nPr, _482 • . . 
20 8 Ibid. t P• 47 • 
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and "a.postolic S'criptures. n21 ·They- are "divine Scripi, '. 

tures"22 as well as "varied :and unfading Scriptures, the 

oracles of ·the Lord, resplendent with the ray-s of truth.n23 

They have an omnipotent authority because they- come froa 

the omnipotent Lord. "The Scriptures which we believe are 

valid from their omnipotent authority-.n24 

Because they have ·such authority- they may be used to 

determine the true tradition and to defend the· true teach

ing against all heretics. 

He then who of himself believes the Scripture;·:and}. 
voice of the Lord, which by the Lord acts to the 
benefitting of men, is rightly- (regarded) reliable. 
Certainly ~g use it as a criterion in the discover., 
of things.:, 

The reason heretics miss the truth is because they- pe~ert 

the truth of the scriptures. 

These are they who when reading the Bible pervert 
the sense to their own desires by their tone of voice, 
and by changing certain accents and marks of punctua
tion twist words that are wise and useful to conform. 
to their own lusts.26 

These few quotations suffice to show that Clement was 

imbedded deep in the tradition of scriptural authority. He 

21Exhort., 1, ANCL, I, 20. 
22stromata, 2,3, ANCL, II, 6. 
23Instructor, 2,11, ANCL, I, 262. 
24stromata, 4,1, ANCL, II, 140. 
25Ibid., 7 ~16, il.OL,~?r.t, 477 
26Ibid., 314 1 ~' P• 5~. 
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is well Jcquainted nth the Scripture and realizes their 

importance in all1" theological enterprise, but he is not so 

naive as to tb1nk that they can be approached outside of 

the context or the Church. They are the ~ost important 

part of the apostolic witness, but ror him the7 are a part 

of a ~arger tradition. They cannot be separated rroa the 

whole ·of apostolic tradition. 

' .. 



CHAPTER III 

SORIPTUBE 

There has been no little amount of stud1' of st. Clement 

and his use ot the Holy Scriptures. The most recent ot 

these by Claude Mondesert, O.lement d'Ale:xandrie, has co..,p;Lled 

s~me of the data ·relating to t .his problem.1 Others. have 

attempted to determine the text which was in use at 

Alexandria at this time. The information on the books 

which Clement quoted, the frequency which he quoted them, 

and related information is easily obtained. It will not be 

the purpose of this chapter to compile such information. 

As has been pointed out we are attempting to define 

Clement's attitude to tradition. With this approach we 
have already defined the written documents which were later 

to be known as the Holy Scriptures as a part of this tradi

tiono -However, it is not quite as simple as this. There 

is no question that Clement worked on the basis of a hier

archy of authority in his received tradition. This is 

readily evident in his attitude to the various authors of 

the Holy Scriptures, such as the prophets, apostles, evangel

ists, etc. He also quotes books which are commonly 

1c1aude Hondesert, Clement d I Alexandria:: InHoduction 
a 1 1 etude de sa rensle reli~ieuse ! part!r de 1 1 ri tiire 
°{'PaJ;"is: Auol'er, 944}, PP• $-BO. 
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designated as ap_ocrp'b1'al, as Scripture. We wish then in 

this chapter to indicate his dependence on Scripture, but 

especiall7 we wish to show that his understanding of the 

term graphe was not precise nor was it limited to a particu

lar group of writings. This will help us to understand 

the .meaning of tradition for Clement. Ve will not indicate 

all the books from which he quotes, but onl7 those which are 

usually- under question. 

In his book on Clement,~Mondesert argues at length to 

show how Clement was immersed in the thought of Scripture, 
~ 

Il nous suffit de constater que Clement a un st7le 
tout scripturaire, que le.JI mots, lea eJ5Pressions, lea 
images, lea idees, de l 'Ecriture se presentent 
naturellement et constamment sous sa plume.2 

There is no question that this is the case. A casual glance 
.... ' ... ~ . ~-- .·.: -: . . ' ··,,-
over a page of Clement's writings indicates this immediateq. 

Mon.desert does not exaggerate when he says that pages of 

his writings "sont non seulement parsemees.. mais comme 

replies de formules scripturaires."3 His quotations from 

the Scripture are volurn1 nous. Almost ever,- book of the 

Bible is used at some point in bis writings. He was familiar 

with them and used them in the .t ormulating of this theolog 

and his polemic against the heretics. 

But let us look more closel7 at some of the specific 

books which he uses. Most scholars are agreed that his 

2 Ibid., P• ?l. 

'Ibid., P• ?O. 
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canu.n,.r. is very dif'f'icult to determine. Tollinton is of' 

this opinion and even goes so tar as to say that in the 

Old Testament Clement estimated certain books on the basis . . 

of' their spiritual contents rather than in terms of' their 

place in the law or prophets.4 Although this may be true 

Clement does seem to distinguish between sections of' the 

Scripture and dete~mines his authority on this basis. Hanson 

feels that Clement would be puzzled if' one had asked him to 

define his canon, for he does not believe Clement was work-· 

ing in a framework such as this.5 Actually, it is this 

writer's opinion that the question of the canon is the wrong 

question to ask of Clement. One must seek rather his author

ity. And Clement answers this by his use of the Scriptures. 

If we begin with the Old Testament we see immediately 

that Clement quotes almost every book. There are some 

notable exceptions, such as Joshua, 1 Samuel, but this is 

only because he had no particular need of sections f'rom these 

books. He has a preference for the Psalms, Proverbs, Isaiah, 

and Jeremiah. Tollinton is correct in pointing out that he 

found more spiritual worth in these books than in the others. 

Clem~nt seems willing to call all the Old Testament 

writers prophets. His understanding of prophet seems to be 

4R. B. Tollinton, Clement of Alexandria (London:: 
Williams and Norgate, 1914), tt;-171. 

5R. P. c. Hanson, Ori,en's Doctrine 2.! Tradition 
(London:: S. P. C. K., 19$4 , P• l~~. . 
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similar to his understanding of apostle. · The prophet ·was 

the apostle o~- the Old Testament. Be: .spoke • of tb1 ngs which 

were to come, but · he was the vehicle · of God' a revelation 

until the ·new covenant. In his Paedagogus he .sqa of the 

'Word, "Accordingl.J", of old Be ina1;ru.cte4 b7 Hoses, and then 

by the prophets. Moses, too, was a prophet. For the law 

is the training of refractor:, children."6 Jeremiah was a 

prophet7 as was Isaiah.8 He does not indicate that there 

is a!Q" intrinsic difference between the writings of Jeremiah 

and Isaiah and of Moses. Be sa7s that Moses was tbe means 

of God's revelation and Jeremiah also, for it was "the 

Holy Spirit of Jeremiah," who spoke.9 

He loves to speak of the prophetic Scriptures when 

speaking of the Old Testament. Be uses this nomenclature 

as freel7 as he does the "divine Scriptures" or. other terms 

which we have pointed out. 

It is now time, as we have despatched in order the other 
points, to go to the prophetic Scriptures; for the 
oracles present us with the appliances necessar., for 
the attainment of piet7, and so establish the truth. 
The divine Scriptures and institutes of wisdom fora the 
short road of salvation.lo 

6Instructor, 1,11, ANOL, I, 179. 
?Exhortation to the Heathen, 8, .ANCL, I, 77. Hereafter 

abbreviated Exhort:- -
8stromata, 5,llf:., ANCL, II, 298. 

9Exhort., -8, .ANOL, I, 77• 
lOibid., P• 76. 
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l.:t 1.- interesting an4 p~rha~~- s~gnitica~t that in this . 

conte¥t he does not ~o~e the . "Scriptures" but the Sib7~ 

.. 

p~ophetess. Be also tells us that "the propheti~ utte~ . . . , 

ances have the same force as the apostolic word."11 Tb.is 

should suffice .to indicate his g~•~al attitude toward, the 

wr~tings of the Old Tes~ament. 

. , 

Another large mass of literature were the apocryphal 

writings. Clement quoted these with the same ~uthori t7 as 

the canonical literature. ~n ta~t, .he-sometime~ ~~ems to 

prefer to quote these. His par1;ial1ty- to the book <;,t 

Ecclesiasticus is one good example. For demonstratio~ of 

this one might simply read through book two, chapter seven 

of' the Instru.ctor. He quo~es the boo~ nine times .in. these 

f'ew pages and often introduces it as Scr~pture.12 In 

chapter eight he continues with s~~h p:hrases as "say~ the 

Scripture,n13 in 3:4 "Whence ~he. Sc~ip~• most ·strenuously 

exhorts,"14 in 3:11 "according to _th~ Scriptures,"15 ·and 

similar phrases. In each of th_ese, .cases he quotes the 

bo.ok of' Ecclesiasticus. lle: .. also treats the Book ~t W'~sdo~, : 

Judith and Tobit in the same maooer.. In the Instructor 

11stromata, 5,19, .AllOL, I;:, .:2~8. 
12Instructor, 2,7, ANOL, I, 225-229. 
13Ibid._, 2,81 .AllCL, I, 2~ •. 

1:4Ibid., 3,4, A.NOL, I, .. 294. .. .' .. 

l5Ibid., 3,111 ANOL,~ I,. 316 •.. 

.. -. \ 
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he quotes Baruch after introducing it as "Divine Scriptures. al6 

With no distinction whatsoever he introduces a stor,- from 

Bel and the Dragon when he, g:l. ves his Biblical evidence of 

the histor., of ·the Jews.17 

Clement w~s most likel7 working on the basis of the 

Septuagint and not the Hebrew text. He feels it necessaey 

to show that the Septuagint is not merely a translation, 

but it is also inspired. He accepts the legend of its 

origin in Alexandria. He then remarks: "It was not alien 

to the inspiration of God, who gave the prophec7 also to 

produce the translation, and make it as it were Greek 

prophecy. !•18 

His approach to the New Testament is somewhat more 

complicated, but he will not lead us to a~ radically dif

ferent conclusions. The problem in the New Testament is 

more complex because of the incarnation of the Word of God. 

Throughout the Old Covenant be presupposed tbat the Word 

of God was behind the utterances of the prophets and it was 

he that gave them their authority. But now with his advent 

the situation changes. Primary- authority lies with the Word 

himself. For this reason we must begin with the Gospels 

which are the closest approximations of the utterances of 

16Ibid., 2,3, ANOL, I, 212. 
1?stromata, 1,21, ABCL, II, 432. 

lSibid., 1,22, ANCL, II, 448. 
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.t .~ \lord.. The CJ)spels are pr~r.r ~ -,hi~ ¥e~~Jq. of 

·~ _thori:t7_, . but the7 ~re pr~17 sim.pq .. beeau~e .... the7 ·record 

;the words , o:t the Son of God. . It is. possible and Ole•at . ., 

does quote such instances • that . the words of the Savior . . . I' 

~ere .not recorded and passed on orall.7. These words would · . . 

carry no . less_ autho_ri"t7 than tbose which were written:. 

He frequentl.7 uses the tem Gospel to appl7 to a~7~s 

ot the Savior but_.· also to appl.7 to the books commonl7 . 

desi~ted as Go~pels. Be c~ sq that the ~vior. "says 

~ the Gospel"19 when he quotes Luke 7:25 but he does no~. 

seem to be re:terring spec~ficall7 to a particular book. · ... 

Similar~:, he quotes John 21:4,5 and µitroduces . it b7 

"Accordingl7 in the Gospel."20 In thes.e contexts it seems 

to designate the four Gospels as a unit7 which he .sim.pq 

terms "the Go~pel." 

In other places the term has a different connotation. 

"Those, therefore, who traveiied over the world and preached 

the gospei. 1121 But this usage seems. to be .in .the minori tJ' • 

At times he refers to the Gospel b7 the name of the author 

such as the phras_e, "~ iD the Gospel b7 Jobn he says.
1122 

However, this particular reference cannot be found 1a the 

l9Instructor, 2,11, ilOL, I 1 259. 

20Ibid., 1,2, ANCL, I, 122. 

21Ibid., 2,8, ABOL, I, ~30. 
22Ibid., 1 1 19,.- ANOL, I, 1~7. 

!!! 
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Gospel of John. Most likely he is quoting Matthew 3:-fl or 

Luke 3:7 where the phrase "Serpents, brood ot vipers" · 

occurs. But I believe this has given us a hint to his use 

or the term "Gospel." He frequently refers to a saying of 

Jesus which he claims to be a part or one ot the tour 

Gospels but which is not. At other times he will q~ote 

sa7ings or the Savior without reterence to aDY' Gospel. He 

puts the words "Be ye skilful money-changers" into the 

mouth or Christ but there is no such statement in the 

received Gospels. 23 There is a similar example ot this in 

Stromata 2:15.24 In one place he quotes a saying from the 

O.xyrb;yncus Logia which is not round in the canonical 

Gospels. 25 In one place Clement puts into the mouth or the 

Savior words from the Didache or Epistle to Barnabas.26 

All or these examples indicate that the main source of 

the sayings or Jesus was in the four Gospels. However, 

Clement apparently had some statements from other sources 

which he readily used i.t. the situation presented itself. 

Again, we must emphasize that the authority came from their 

origin in the Word or God, Christ. 

An oft-quoted book of Clement was the Gospel of the 

23stromata, 1,2a, ANCL, I, 46?. 
24Ibid., 2,15, .ANCL, II, 48. 
25Ibid., 3,15, ~, P• 89. 
26Ibid., 2,41 AN'CL, II, 56. 
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Egyptians. His attitude to ~his book is not precise. In 

the Quis Dives Sal vetur he speaks ot the accepted Gospels ::.•· .. 

~d Mark as one ot these. 27 In one · place Clement quotes ; · · • · 

this Gospel in the same context with St. Paul to deaonstrate 

his point. 28 But in other places he seems to have some 

reservation about it .tor he refers to it as "the books they 

quote" in reference to the heretics.29 But in this instance 

he does not condemn them tor quoting this Gospel but tor 

perverting the sense ot the words of the Lord. In one place 

he .does seem to clarify matters on the whole question ot 

the Gospels. 

In the first place we haTe not got the saying in the 
tour Gospels that have been handed down tg us~: but 
in the Gospel according to the Egyptians. ,o 

At first glance this statement seems to approach the Church's 

later attitude to the four Gospels. There is no doubt that· 

they were rapidly approaching their later status. But in 

view of other statements we ·must confess that Clement is 

somewhat inconsistent and unclear in the whole matter. Even 

a later da~ of the Stromata would not eliminate the problem, 

for it seems unlikely that there is an explicit change of 

2701ement of Alexandria,~ Dives Salvetur, Clement 
of Alexandria, edited and tranilited bf G. w. Butterworth 
'ttondon: wl!!iam ·Heinemann, Ltd., 1919), PP• 28lff. 

28Btrogt!,15, !~i,Lell,8p. 86. 
29 · Stromata, 3,6, ~, P• 61. 

30ibid., 2,13, .AliCL, II, 83. 
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.att.itu.de through his writings. 

'We _must next look at the apostolic writings. ;tn gen_e~l 

we must agree vi th Tollinton t .hat the7 stand somewhat below . 

the Gospels b. authority, although this is not too clea~.3l 

The problem does not lie in their relationship to the 

Gospels, but in their relations~p to the other apostolic 

writings and consequently the relationship. of the three groups 

to one another. There is much a11biguit7 in his usage for . he 

.treqnently quotes an epistle of st. Paul alongside, for 

example, the Shepherd of Hermas. 

One must be careful that one does not simpl7 · take 

quotations from these writings as a sign that they were 

authoritative. Clement vas extremel7 versatile in his educa

tion and quoted .from many sources. Otten he quotes simp~ 

to illustrate or further explicate his argument. This is 

quite different· from his usual habit with the Scriptures. 

For in these cases h~ usuall7 quotes t~e~ because the7 are 

authoritative. But in ma~ ca~es .Clement does use other 

apostolic wri:liing~ in the same manner as he uses the Gospels 

and St. Paul and Peter. 

Be accepts 1 Peter 8 s Scripture32 as also Jude33 and 

3lR. B. Tollinton, 22• ~• t II, 204. 

32stromata, 6,6, ABOL, II, 331. 

33Ibid., . 3,3, ~, P• 45. 
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l Jobn. 34 He does not. actually use the tem Scripture 

in connection witb. 1 John, but the words ndirlne indee.d ·and 

inspired" and apostle. He simply refers to Jude as speaJdng 

prophetically which would indicate that he looked upon it 

in the same manner as the other -apostolic writings. 

Hanson believes that the Epistle or Barnabas bad a 

great influence on Clement. In several instances he quotes 

this book with sections from Scripture.35 In one place he 

refers to him as an apostle and a fellow worker with St. Paul. 

We might argue from silence that the lack ot &Jl1' mention. of 

Scripture is significant, but this I believe would show 

little. In the first place the use of the term Scripture 

is not precise, and the criterion ot authority in most cases 

seems to be the writer's apostolicity. The same would be 

true for l Clement which he quotes several times. In these 

cases he refers to Clement as an apostle and uses his quota

tion in this manner.'6 

More problematic is the question of such books as the 

Shepherd of Hermes, the Gospel of the Hebrews, and the 

Traditions of Matthias. In these cases we are amazed at his 

willingness to quote t~ese works and rest his case with them. 

34c1ement of Alexandria, 2.2• cit., P• 347; Stromata, 
3,6, ~, P• 6~. 

35stromata, 2,15, ANOL, II,41; 2,18, II, 50; 2,20, II, 66. 

3Gibid., 4,17, .AHOL, II, 187; 4,18, II., 190. 
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Y.erhaps the most ill nmi n.ating statement is one in l)ook 

three of ~he Stromata which outlines his position. He is 

refuting the Basilideans. 

though the last sect professes to cite the opinion 
of Matthias. :C say "professes," for the teaching, so 
also the tradition of all the apostles has been one 
and the same.,7 

The implication here is that it is impossible for the 

apostles to disagree with one another. The only way in 

which this could happen is if _someone would deliberately 

misinterpret a statement of an apostle. Also implicit in 

this statement is that the words of Matthias are accepted 

as au thori tati ve even though in this spurious book. He 

quotes this same book in other places with the same under

lying assumption.38 

In one instance he introduces a quotation from the 

Shepherd of Hermas between two quotations from Romans. Again 

the implication is that Hermas carries a similar authority 

to Paul. In the next paragraph of this section he quotes 

the Traditions of Matthew and the Gospel of the Hebrews. 39 

In this last instance we must be careful because he also 

quotes Plato's Timaeus in the same manner as these two works. 

There are not enough examples of this practise to draw any 

final conclusions. 

3?Ibid., ?,l?, ANCL, Ir, 485ff. 

3Sibid., ?,13, .ANCL, II, 468. 

39Ibid., 2, 9, .ANCL, II., 28. 
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There are other examples of . this practise but these 

should be suf.ticient to demonstrate the point. To exonerate 

Clement trom too liberal a usage of apocr.,phal 11 terature 

we must look at the other side. In several instances he 

makes it a point to show that his opponents are ·quoting from 

an apocryphal work and ·tor this reason their conclusions are 

negligible. He says 

The:, derived their doctrines from an apocryphal work. 
I will quote the text which is the mother of their 
licentiousness. And whether they themselves, I mean 
the authors of the book, are responsible--or whether 
they derived their ideas from some other whom the:, fell 
in with, they have taken a sound doctrine and perversely 
misapplied it.40 

He then quotes the passage to refute it. 

At one place Clement speaks of the New Testament (nean 

diatheken) in quoting a passage from Matthew 5. 

Right from the beginning the law, as we have already 
said lays down .the command, "Thou shalt not covet, 
•.• •" long before the Lord's closely similar utterance 
in the New Testament, whtre the same idea is expressed 
in his own mouth •••• 41 

Here .t ollows the passage from Matthew. It is difficult to 

say whether this reference is to the New Testament as a bo~ 

of writings, but this seems to be the least likel:, possibility. 

It appears to be a reference to the new covenant in contrast 

to the old. 

Throughout this chapter we have indicated our conclusions 

40ibid., 3,4, ~' P• 53. 
41Ibid., 3,111 !!QI!, P• 73. 
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concerning his attitude to Scripture. 

briefly here before proceeding. 

Let ·us -sUIDllarize • • ... •-.,#> ----.• 

Clement had at his disposal the Sep~g~t and most 

of the writings ot the New Testament. Be looks upon th~se 

writings as authoritative tor hiuelt as a Christian theo

logian. By' his usage ot the Old Testament books he _indicates 

his acceptance of their authori"t7 because the7 were .the law 

and prophets. The7 were the means which the Word ot God 

used to make hims el~ known to -the Be brews. 

His app:om1ch to the .New Testament was similar, but he 

distinguished more clearl7 between two groups ot writings. 

However, this distinction was not a distinction between 

canonical and non-canonical. It was a distinction between 

those which were sayings of the Lord all4 those which were 

apostolic. He indicates a preference for the former, but 

there seems to be little difference in authorit7 of the two; 

in fact, there is no difference in authority between these 

and the writings of the Old Testament. The other apostolic 

literature was generall7 accepted in the same manner, 

although he was often reluctant to accept some of the 

pseudepigraphical writings. 

After presenting the evidence in Clement on these 

questions Hanson concludes with these words: 

This evidence-should surely be enough to convince any
one that Clement ot Alexandria h!s almost no conception 
of what we mean by the Canon of Scripture, in the senae 
of a list of books guaranteed as authentic tradition 
in contrast to others whose genuineness is not cer:t•in• 
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The most we can sa7 is that he seems to assume that 
the Canon of the Gospels ~s closed, though even here 
he apparentl7 is read1' on occasion to admit exceptions.42 

Tollinton, also indicates that the Canon was not authorita

tively defined for Clement. He gave pre-eminence to the 

Gospels and spec:1:a.l weight to a~hing apostolic. But 1 t is 

difficult to view the New Testament as a separate b~ of 

inspired writings.43 Philip Carrington expresses the same 

opinion.44 

We see then that Clement's understanding of the Holy 

Scriptures can be seen only in the broader framework of his 

complete doctrine of tradition. Only· it we view the Scrip

tures as a part of this tradition are we able to understand 

Clement's attitude to them. There is, however, a tendenc7 

to begin to distinguish between the wr~tten Scriptures and 

the interpretation of them by the Church and its teachers. 

We have already noted this in some of the relevant passages 

from Clement. 

To explore this further will be our task in the remain-

ing chapters. By the very tact that he concerns himself 

with a secret tradi.tio:n and a rule indicates that he realized 

the complexity of the theological enterprise of interpreting 

the Scriptures. We must now see how he carries out this task. 

The 

42R. P. c. Hanson, .2E.• cit., PP• 127tf. 
4 3R. B. Tollin.ton, .2.2• ~•, II., l 73ff • 

44-philip Carrington, The far~ Christian Church (Cambridge:: 
University Press, 1957}tI ., 7. 
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.. ...... ·. ,, . 

. THE GNOSTIC AND SECBE! TRADITION 

One of the most puzzling problems of the Alexandrian 

school o:t the second and third centuries is that ot their . , 

use of a secret tradition. This secret tradition is charac

teristic of both Clement and Origen. ·Closely related to 

their not ion of a secret tradition is the conception develop·ed 

by Clement of a gnostic ·theology. ·. However, this gnosticism 

is not the heretical sect which we usually associate with 

the term. Apparently there are parallela and similar! ties, 
' . 

but for Clement the gnostic was the exception in the Catholic . 

Christian community. He was an exception in a positive 

sense, :tor ·to be a gnostic was an ideal for which man_r strove 

but to which few Jttained. We must consider briefly some of 

the salient points of this gnosticism before we can consid&r 

his doctrine of secret tradition. 

Many writers have attempted to constru.ct an image ot 

the ideal gnostic on the basis of Clement's writings. -This 

is not too difficult for he sqs much of the gnostic and 

considered himself and his teachers as such • . For Clement, 

the outstanding characteristic of the gnostic was that ~e 

was in possession of a more profound understanding of that 

tradition which had been delivered from the Lord.. From this 

ma~ implications follow. He was in possession of the correct 
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interpretation ot the Scriptures and is responsible tor the 

preservation· o:t this interpretation and its careful dis

pensation to others. 

The gnostic alone is able to understand and explain 
the things spoken b7 the Spirit obscurely, "and he who 
understands in that time shall hold his peace"; sa7s 
the Scripture, plainl7 in the way ot declaring them 
to the unworthy. For the Lord sJys, "He that bath~ea"'l's 
to hear, let him hear," declaring that hearing and 
understanding belong not to all.I 

Not only is the gnostic possessed with a tuller under

standing and the responsibility of careful transmission, but 

he must be trained to teach this tradition to others. He 

must have the "capability of delivering, in a wa7 suitable 

to God, the secrets veiled in the truth. 112 This was a very

demanding task. Throughout his writings, Clement is cautious 

in his explanation of these secrets. He often indicates 

that one must write in a manner which not only reveals the 

secrets but also hides them from the uninitiated. Elsewhere 

he says: "It is the prerogative of the gnostic, then, to 

know how to make use of speech, and when, and how, and to 

whom."3 

Clement frequently compares the gnostic to a doctor of 

medicine. He saw the task of each as similar, for they 

both had a · responsibility to their patients and hearers, and 

1stromata, 6,15, ANOL, II, .372. 
2Ibid., 7,1, ANCL, II, 408. 

3Ibid., 6,15, ANCL, II., 3?2 • 
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in many cases they were obligated to withhold and even 

pervert the truth for the benefit of the un1n!omied.. 

Whatever, therefore, he has in his mind-, he bears on 
his tongue, to those who are worthy to hear, speaking 
as well as living from assent and inclination. For 
he both thinks and speaks the truth, unless at a~ 
time, medicinally, as a physician for the safety of 
the sick, he may lie or tell an untruth. 4 

'We are not called upon in a study or this sort to determine 

whether this attitude is reflective or the broad stream of 

Catholic tradition, but it must be pointed out that Clement 

was convinced that this view of secret tradition. was ::a \ 'teacll

ing which had been handed down directly to him from the Lord. 

Here, as elsewhere, this conviction of divine authority of 

his theology is evident. 

We must not, however, jump to the conclusion that 

Clement was speaking or some clandestine extra-ecclesiastical 

group of teachers. On the contrary, ror he saw the gnostic 

as an intrinsic part of the Church and a function of the 

Body of Christ. 

As a body, the church of the Lord, the spiritual and 
holy choir, is symbolizedo Whence those, who are 
merely called, but do not live in accordance with 
the word are flesh parts •••• But he that is joined 
to the Lord in spirit becomes a spiritual body by a 
different kind of conjunction. Such an one is wholly 
a son, an holy man, passionless, gngstic, perfect, 
formed by the teaching of the Lord.~ 

4 Ibid., ? , 9, .ANCL, II:, 444. 

5Ibid., ?,14, .ANCL, II, 4?lff. 
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. Clement sharpl7 distinguishes .between . the gnostic and 

the heretics. ~e heretics, who in this in.stance he calls ;. 

sophists, are outside of the r!•·llowship of the Church 

because they are heads of schools rather than leaders inside 

the Church. In view of Clement's position 1n the catechetical 

school this reference is somewhat puzzling. W'e know that 

Clement was the head of a school and ever,- indication .sug

gests that it was only loosely connected with tbe Church. 

Clement says that these sophists "glor., rather in being at 

the head of a school than presiding over the Church. n6 Pe~ 

haps he envisioned his work in the school as a i.: necesB!l17 

part of the Church's activi t7 and thus considered it orthodox, 

which could not be said of the teachings of the sophists. 

We may conclude our discussion or the gnostic with this 

fairly complete description or Clement. 

Our gnostic then alone, having grown old in the 
Scriptures and maintaining apostolic and ecclesiastic 
orthodoxy in doctrines lives most correctly in accor
dance with the. gospel, and discovers the proofs, for 
which he mq have made search • • • sent forth from 
the law and prophets. For the lite of the gnostic, in 
my view is nothing but deeds and words corresponding 
to the tradition of the Lord.7 

One cannot fully understand Clement's doctrine of secret 

tradition without reference to the use of the "ru.le" in 

6Ibid., 7,15, ANOL, II, 475. 
?Ibid., 7,16, ANOL, II., 484. 
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Clement, especially 1n view ot··Banaon•·• research.a · We 

shall see that Ranson conolu~es ~hat the ru.le ~~4 the gnostic 

tradition are actualll' one and the same t _hi.Dg to~ Cleaent. 

We wish in this section to simpl7 present ~ement• s 

general attitude to a secret traditio~ and we shall in the 

following chapter discuss the relationship ot this •secret 

tradition to the ru.le ot tai th. In view ot the purpose _ot 

this paper this can be done without sacrificing aocurac7, 

tor we are primaril7 concerned with Clement's attitude to . 
authorit7. 

Clement begins with the assumption. that the Scriptures 

are in themselves veiled. Be bas many explanations tor 

this phenomenon, but this principle runs throughout his 

writings. From this starting point it· is a simple step to 

the conclusion that the Scriptures· are subject to many · dit-· 

f'erent interpretations.· And from this follows the necessitJ' 

ot someone to interpret them in the correct manner. The 

gnostic or secret tradition fulfill~ this necessitJ'. 

For many reasons, then, the Scriptures hide the sense. 
First, that we ma7 become inquisitive, and be ever on 
the watch tor the discovery of the words ot salvation. 
Then it was not suitable for all to understand, so 
that the7 might not receive· harm in consequence ot · · 
taking in another sense the things declared tor salva
tion b7 the Hol7 Spirit. 'Wherefore the hol7 IQ'Steries 
of' the prophecies are veiled in the parables--pre
served:.::f'~r chosen men, selected to knowledge in 

Bit. P.O. Hanson, Ori,en's Doctrine g,t Tradition 
(London: S. P. C. K~, 19$4, PP• 5,-72. 
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consequence of their faith; tor the s't7le .of the 
Scriptures is parabolic.9 

' ' 

This secret interpretation was given to the apostles and 

was handed down to later generations. Beg1nn1ng with the 

divine origin of this tradition he argues deductively-: 

If, then, we assert that Christ llimselt is Visdom, and 
that it was his working which showed i tselt. in the 
prophets, b7 which the gnostic tradition ma7 be learned, 
as He himself taught the apostles during Bis presence; 
then it follows that the gnosis is wisdom •••• And 
the gnosis itself is that which has descended b7 
transmission to B few, having been imparted unwritten 
by the apostles.iO 

In these two quotations we notice several other aspects 

0£ this secret tradition. Clement maintains that the Holy 

Scriptures are actuall7 parabolic in character and cannot 

be rightly understood in any other way- than that interpreta

tion which the Lord gave to his Church. This is consistent 

with his allegorical method of exegesis. 11And now also the 

whole economy which pr9phesied or the Lord appears indeed 

a parable to those who know not the truth. • • • 111
1. The 

Scriptures have a "secret meaning" (lg!!! gnomes aporreton). 

The secret tradition is further distinguished from the 

Holy Scriptures in that it is unwritten. Clement feels it 

is necessary to main~ain a consistency- with the Old Testament 

9stromata, 6,15, ANCL, II., 3?8. 

lOibid., 6,8, ANCL, II~ 339. 
11Ibid., 6 1 15, ANCL, II., 379. 
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p~actise. There can. be no ·4itterence in the :method.-ot . - . . . . . ; .. 

t~ansmission of the two covenants.. . . It would be i,.DQ9ng1"',0,11s 

it there was a practise of oral transmission .in the ll'ev,. .. . . . ,, 

Covenant which was ditf ~ren~ t~• . the practise of the Old 

Covenant. He sa7s: "There .w•re ~e~a;nl7 .some things ~ 

delivered unwritten among the . Hebrews .• "~2 H~ does n9t go . 

into a description of this. ~raditiqn, -nor-. does he indiQate 

whether he possessed this unwritte~ tradition ·of the -Old 

govenant, but he is concerned to show the precedent. 

The oral transmission of this .,_secret tradition-was not 

accidental. 'Dhere was a definite purpose in such a J1Snner 

of transmission. . He_ has already ind~cated to us that it 

was to be guarded and dispensed with care. If . it had been 

entNsted to writing, &JJ1'0De_c~uld _ha~e access to it and 

only a limited few of these could actuall7 understand it. 

It would lead to conf'usion. 

This is in essence the argwaent of the first chapter ~f 

the Stromata. This ma7 further explain w~ we moderns have 

such difficulty in understanding much of Clement's obscurity'. 

He was purposely attempting .. t~ make himself obscure and ... 

ambiguou~. For a pos:tic to writ~ was unprecedented for 

"S.ecret things are entrusted to speech, not to writing, as 

12c1ement of Alexandria,~ Dives Salvetur, Clement 
or Alexandria, edited and trans-rited bf G. Y. Butterworth 
t'tondon: O!11iam Hein~mann, Ltd., 1919), P• 283. 
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is the case with God. nl3 In the same chapter he says: 

"But the ~steries are delivered JVStically, that what is 

spoken may be in the mouth of the speaker; rather not in 

his voice, but in his understanding. nl4 

We might legitimately ask the question concerning the 

origin of Clement's teaching about an oral secret tradition. 

Hanson has admirably shown that Olement has precedent 1n 

Plato, Philo, and the Epistle of Barnabas, all writers 

with whom he was familiar.15 Be is convinced that Clement 

draws heavily on Philo for the basis or his doctrine. 

There seems to be no reason to dispute this conclusion. 

Although it is illuminating to know from where Clement might 

have gotten his attitude toward secret tradition, this infor

mation does not throw much light on the specific problem 

of authority in Clement. 

In conclusion we may say that Clement thought he was 

in possession of a genuine tradition which had been handed 

down from the Lord. It was not the result of a special 

inspiration or revelation to him privately, but it came 

through his te~chers who had received it from others who 

bad received it from the apostles. This tradition is closel.7 

related to an interpretation of the Hol7 Scriptures and most 

13stromata, 5,10, ANCL, II, 258. 
14Ibid., 1,1, ANOL, I, 356. 

l5Ibid. 
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likely was precisely this. Only a tev were in poss~asion 

of it and were obligated t~. t~a~h-_·it with discretion. It 

was in no sense interior to a written tradition, .but it was 

authoritative for the Catholic C<'JDJD1Jn1ty. Whether Clement 

actual_l7 possessed such a _traditi.o~ from . the L~rd i& -· ~~ubttul 

~s we shall see, but .t~t he t~oµght he p~ssesse~ such _a 

tradition is indisputable • 
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·. CHAPTER W 

THE RULE IN CLEMENT 
• I : 

A perpl_exing historical problem in Olelll8nt centers 

about his use of an ecclesiastical rule or canon. . This 

complexity is· increased by the present disagreement among 

scholars as to the precise nature ot ~he rule in the· early 

Church. Until the present day there are studies -- being .. , 

made on this problem in the Church ot · the se~ond ·century. 

Because of its relatively late ,development it is difficult 

to be very precise about the ecclesi9:s_tic_al situation in ·. 

Alexandria. In Ciement the problem is compounded, because 

the rule is clQsely bound up :with his understanding of· a 

secret tradition • . The ;following are tentative conclusions 

on this problem in ~el~tio~ship to our general .. concern. 

We have already referred several times to the work of 

Hanson _on ciement. · Mµ.ch -of .what follows is dependent on 

his scholarship an~ our conclusions will reflect his in

fluence. 

Throughout we will use either canon or ra.le as a 
. . 

translation of the Greek xanon~ Clement's term. The most 

striking thing about this word is that Clement uses it in 

a technical sense. It almost · always carries the implication 
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o:t a rule tor lite or a standard ot doctrine.1 He ne,rer 

uses the term in connection with· a list ot books, whether 

they be pagan or Christian.· In most contexts it · .is,. the ~ 

rule by which s·omething is judged • . ile speaks often:, of ·the 

restraint which it places on Ohristians so .tbat "we are ~: 

bound in no way to transgress the canon ot the church. n~ :. ·. 

Some of the most frequent usages may be summarized. 

In Stromata 3,18 he uses the term "ru.le ot continence.n3 

.In cases ot this sort the rt1le is used to distinguish the 

behavior of the gnostic from that of ordinary believers·. 

The most frequent phrase is the "ecclesiastical canon• or 

the "rule of the church" (ton elcklesiastikon kanona). This -
is used in so many different contexts that it is hard to 

determine precisely its exact connotation. At times it 

seems to indicate a gu~de tor liturgical practise as in 
. .· . 

Stromata 1,19.4 Elsewhere it is the correct interpretation 

of the Scriptures.5 Sometimes Olement uses the term 

"evangelical ru.le, 11 or. "rule of the Gospel" in the same 

1R. P. c. Hanson, Origen' s _Do_c_t_r_in;;;;;;;...e g! Tradition 
~~o~dQn: S. P. C. K., 1954), P• 62. 
· ..... . ,. -···· •·,I 

2 . Stromata, 7,15, ANOL, Ir, 

· 3Ibid., 3,11, ~t P• 73• 
4 Ibid. t l, 19~ ilOL, I, 416ft • 

5Ibid., 6115, .AHCL, II, 377. 



sense as ~he ~eoclesiasti~al .J;'111e."6 . " ,; .,. ' ... ~. .In o~her places. he . . . ,\ 

uses the phrase "rule of truth. n7. 
• • . • • • ( • • • I • 

.One must first ask whether it is :. : . , . . sate .to . aa8UJll8 that . . •. . . ,. 

each one of these phrases .is. simpl.7 a synoiqm t,~r the same 

thing. In every- case he uses t~e ~o;-ci "canon, n .bu:t; it; is . 

in every case qualified b7 an ad~ective. . 1:11 spite_ of. thi_~,~ 

the evidence indicatea that he is speaking. of the ,same 

thing. 

In the third book of the Stromata Clement has a 

lengthy discussion on marriage. In several places he uses 
. 

the phrase "ru.le ot godliness" or "rule of ~ont~enc7" to 

describe the behavior of. Christians. In another place he 

uses the term evangelical rule to indicate precisel7 the 

same. 

But why do they not· go on to quote the words after 
those spoken b7 Salome, these people who do anything 
rather th.an walk according to the truly evangelical 
rule.a 

In a similar manner Clement uses the phrase "canon o~ ~he 

truth" with reference to the ~ight interpretation of the 

Scriptures. In the same chapter of this . book he uses the 

phrase "according to the rule of truth" with the same mean

ing. 9 Other ins·tances could be cited, but there seems to 

6Ibid., 4,4, ANCL, ~I., .146, • . 

?Ibid., 6,15, .ANOL, II, 381. 
8Ibid., 3,10, ~, P• ?O. · 

9Ibid., 6,15, .AliCL, II., 377-,78. 
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be no doubt that the various uses ot · the term· rule aemi • · 

approximately the same thing · for Clement~ Apparentl7 b.e 

varied his• qualifying adjective with the context and the 

precise applicati·on he wished to make ot the rule·. · · ··:· · ' ~ · · 

W'e have indica~ed one passage where the l'llle ' reterred 

to proper conduct ot one's life. Besides this moral applica

tion it also seems to sa7 something about the corporate lite 

ot the Christian community. 

And those ••• involved in heresies, "I enjoin" 
remarks Wisdom, saying "Touch sweetly stolen bread and 
the sweet water of theft": :the Scripture manitestl7 
applying the terms bread and water to nothing else 
but to those heresies, which emplo7 bread and water 

• in the oblation, not accordingly to the ru.le of the 
church. For there are those who celebrate the · 
Eucharist with mere water •••• 10 

Appar.ently the rule is in this ~stance a guide for the 

proper celebration of the Holy Eucharist. He is hard.17 

ref'erring here to a proper understanding of the theologr 

ot the Blessed Sacrament, but he is very detinitel7 re

ferring to the liturgical practise ot the Church. If this 

then is the same as the rule of continence and the other 

rules, and it does not _seem as if any _oth~r conclusion is 

possible, then the rule must have been quite inclusive 

indeed. 

It would be incomplete to see the rule onl7 as a guide 

tor lif"e and practise, for it most assuredly bas a theological 

lOibid., 1,19, .ANCL, I, 416-417. 
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con.tent. For Clement the truth is closel7 associatea:: with 

the rule. In reali t7 the ti•u.th. ·comes from the Savior to": 

Clement through the rule. Be sa7s:: 

For we must never, as do those who -follow the heresies, 
adulterate the truth, or steal the canon of the church 
by gratitying our own lusts and vani'tJ", b7 defrauding_ 
our neighbours; whom above all it is our duty, in the 
exercise of love to them, to teach to adhere to the 
tru.th.J.l. 

His language implies that the truth and the canon are one. 

Al though he usually does not equate the two, it would be 

impossible clearly to differentiate them 1n Clement. To 

adulterate the truth is to steal the canon of the church. 

In another place he says more explici tlt? that the rule has 

come from the Truth Himself, na~el7 the Savior. 

For those who make the greatest attempts mu.st fail in 
things of the highest importance; unless, receiving 
from the truth itself the rule of truth, they cleave 
to the truth.12 

Consistent with Clement's principles, the rule derives its 

authority from its divine origin. 

Some scholars maintain that they can determine to some 

extent the content of this rule in Clement. There are several 

passages which give hints as to its content, although they 

are often vague. Eve_ry indication suggests, as we have 

noted that the rule was ver:y inclusive, covering most proba-, . 

bly areas of life, theology.,: and also philosophy-. It was not, 

llibid., 7,16, ANCL, II., 485. 
12Ibid., 7,16, ANCL,_ Ir, 477. 
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however, a static _document but a fluid tradition in· oral 

form which was adaptable to va171Dg circumstances. This .· 

characteristic allows Clement~ s own theological work, for -

~e looked upon his Stromata as -a more complete statement of 

the ru.a.e. Hanson is persuaded to take the following passage 

as representative of the .content ot the rule, because it · 

uses the term paradosis twice. 

The science of nature, then, or rather· observation, as 
contained in the gnostic tradition according to the 
rule of truth, depends on the discussion concerning 
cosmogony, ascending thence to the department of theol
ogy. Whence I then, we shall begin our account of what 
is handed down, with the creation as related by the 
prophets, introducing also the tenets of the heterodox,

13 and endeavouring as far as we can to confute them. • • • 

The passage does indicate that the rule was not comprehensive. 

Thus far we have been able to determine that Clement 

was in possession of some rule or standard which was norma

tive for the Church. Al though the precise· content, or a-ar 

particular phrase from it, cannot b.e conclusively determined, 

every indication leads to the conclusion that it was a rule 

for life and worship and doctrine.14 The very fact that no 

precise formulas of this rule are found in his writings 

perhaps indicates that it was not credal in character, but 

it was a much more general oral tradition. 

We have not shown that the rule is closel7 linked to 

the secret tradition. Hanson, however, has demonstrated 

13R. P. C. Hanson, 5m• ill•, P• 64• 
14stromata, 4 11 1 .ANCL, II, 303. 
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!airl7 conclusively that we llll18t ·equate -the •secret traclition.1 

of which we spoke in the previous chapter,1 -with the rill_• · r,f 

the ·Ohurch.15 His conclusions must be accepted, ,although in 

certaiD points he bas not ironed out ·all the Jdbta -in :the 

problem. The tact that the rw.e is-at times ·called an :-: 

eccl.esiastical ru.le suggests that-it 11W1t be more than the 

property ot a Dlinorit7 group.-, ilso the passages: which speak 

of the rule as determinative ot liturgical usage would lead 

to the same conclusion. There J187 be some Tariance between 

the secret tradition and the ·rule, but in general we must• 

affirm that the7 are primaril7 one and the same tradition. 

We have already noted· in the previous chapter tbe me.an.

ing of the term gnostic .for Cle•nt. We have seen that the 

gnostic was he who was in possession ot • tr•dition fro• _the 

Lord which was secret or m.rstical. The first indication 

that this secret tradition is related to tbe mle ot the 

Church is the close prox1mitr ot the tem gnostic and rule 

in the ma~ contexts. • Clement speaks of "he who is trul7 
. 16 

a gnostic according· to the rule .of the church." Be speaks 

~lsew~ere of the gnos~ic tradition in a sense verr close to 

that of the ru.le.1? 
But even more conclusive than these is the tact that 

15 ~. P. o. Hanson, 21?.• cit., PJ• 65ft. -
16 Stromata, ?,?, ilOL, 
17 . . . . : 

Ibid., 6,8, ilCL, II, 
I 
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the secret ~radition consis.te.d ~ -.t~~ uin.. ot .the -prope~, .?. 

~terpretation of the Scriptures. The 1'1:1~~ .ot the Church 

is seen as the same thing. This is .the ke7 to the whole 

problem. Clement felt that h~ was in possession. ot an 

interpretation of the Scriptures which had been delivered 

by the Lord to the _apostles an~ t};lrough teache~s to him. 

Because many people would misunderstand this traditie>J1. it 

must be care.tu.117 preserved b7 those who bad reached the 

understanding of a gnostic. This was the main purpose ot 

the rule of the Church and trom this interpretation ot the 

Scriptures all heresies could be refuted. 

I..f one ad.mi ts that Clement looked upon his task as an 

interpreter of the Scripture~, which is evident from the 

use he makes of it, then it becomes clear why such a . guide 

was needed. The heretics constantl7 fell into error because 

they either do not know the rule or refused to submit to 

it. Clement describes his efforts: · 

But as the work advances, we shall in each section, 
noting the figures of speech ·mentioned above by the 
prophets, exhibit the gnostic mode of lite, showing 8 it systematically according to the rule of the truth.l 

He does not mean by- the p~ase "mode of life" that he is 

going . to simply describe behavior, but he intends to develop 

a picture of the complete moral and intellectual life of 

the gnostic. 

18Ibid., 6 1 15, ANCL, II, 38• 
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Basic · to Clement's conception ot the paJace ot the--· rule 
.. •.. . 

in the Church lies the fundamental assumption that the 

Scriptures are veiled to ordina17 underst·anding . ... This is 

very- consistent with his method ot exegesis. Clement is 

ve-rr clear on the proper interpretat~on ot the Scriptures, 

but this interpretation was not at all times the. obviou~ 

sense o:r the words. Robert Grant19 is in agreeme~t with 

Hanson20 that the secr~t tradition included an allegorical 

method of interpreting the Scriptures. 

In several instances Clement makes this quite clear. 

He is adamant against the heretics tor their errors by which 

they reject the teaching ot the Lord. "They do not quote 

or deliver the Scriptures in a manner_ worthy ot God and of 
' . 

the Lord •••• 1121 And later he reiterates the point that 

their fault lies in not:~iD.terpreting them · 

according to the canon ot the truth explaining the 
Scriptures; for neither prophecy nor the Savior 
himself announced the divine ivsteries simply as ·to 
be easily apprehended by all and sundry', but expressed 
them in parables. The apostles accordingly say of 
the Lord, that "He spake all things ·in parables, and 
without a parable spake he nothing to them."22 

In another place he describes the ecclesiastical rule 

as follows: : 

l9Robert M. Grant, ~ Letter !,M ~ Spirit (New York: 
The Macmillan Co., 1957), P• 88. 

20R. P. o. Hanson, 2:2• cit., PP• 57-59• 
21stromata, ~,161 AN'CL, __ II, 377. 
22Ibid. 
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"But all things are right," says the Scripture, before 
those who receive and obserye according to the 
ecclesiastical role the exposition of the Scriptures 
explained by him; and the ecclesiastical rule is the 
concord and harmo~ of the law and the prophets i~ 
the covenant delivered at the coming of the Lord.23 

And this rule is then "the gnosis itself ••• which has 

descended by transmission to a few, having been imparted 

unwritten by the apostles."24 In this passage he equates 

the gnosis with the unwritten tradition which has been 

handed down. 

We can agree then with Hanson in not separating the 

secret tradition from the rule, although as we have 

indicated this does not answer all the questions. Hanson 

summarizes in these words, 

Once it is granted that the Gnostic's kanon and the 
church's kanon are the same kanon (and I don't see 
how this conclusion can be avoided), then it becomes 
positively demonstrable that the .church's kanon is 
the secret tradition, and not simply a :rule or guide 
for it. Both the "gnosis" and th·e "canon" are des
cribed as a harmony of the Scriptures. We cannot 
imagine two separate tradition, each of them con
sisting of a harmony of Scripture, as existing in 
Clement's thought. We are driven to the conclusion 
that in Clement• s theological system the "gnosis" is 
the "canon" and the "canon" is the "gnosis. "25 

Modesert is insistent that it is impossible to maintain 

a separate and secret tradition in the Church of Alexandr!~ 

He describes the tradition in Clement as "la grande tradition 

23Ibid. 
24stromata, 6 1 81 ANCL, II, ~~9. 
25R. P. c. Hanson, .2E.• cit., P• 59. 
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vivante, de laquelle, maintenant qu111 1 1a trouvee, 11 ne 

veut t 'a aucun prix, 88 separer.. n2~ Be feels that there is 

one ecclesiastical trad.ition of which Clement speaks. Again .. .. "". . , ... . :· \ 

he emphasizes that "Clement se refuse abso1Wll8nt a aclmettre 

la se°paration. n~7 -However, Mondesert·· seems to be laboring 

under his own conceptions of oatholicit7 and finds it 

impossible to reconcile · himself .to . the evidence in .Clement. 

Hanson realizes this,. and .. criticizes him strongl71 tor attempting 

to dispense with ·secret tradition ill'Ole•nt.28 

Thus we see -that the :ru.le and.1.'secret tradition are very 

closel7 related for Clement. ~e7 1lia7 be dif'terent ways 

of expressing what was actually. one oral tradition. !he 

rule was very- complete and was .normative tor the Church 

because of its divine authority. · In the final ch·apter we 

shall try to• summarize the important aspects of Clement's 

thought on the problem-of authorit7 and bring the various, 

genera of tradition into relationship with one another. 

2601aude Mondesert, 01:ment d'ilexandrt•s Introduction 
a 1 I 6tuda de !! r9l1Se'a ra1lr,ausa ! R8rtlr .u 1

1:Bcritiire 
°(Paris: Auol"er, 944), P• 17). • • • 

. 27Ibid., P• 58. ·.· 

~BB. P. C. Hanson; ~• .gll., P• . 67·• 
,... ., ... .. 
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CHAPTER VI 
, . . , 

' . 

COBCLUSIOH 

In our stu~ of Clement we :have observed that Clement 

views himself' as one in a line of teachers which extends 

.f'rom the Di vine Instructor until his own day. He was the 

recipient of a multi-formed traditi"on which had been 

handed down .f'rom Christ. The following summar., outlines 

the process as Clement conceived of it. 

Christ was sent from God into the world. An important 

part o.f' his mission was to bring to men the wisdom which 

comes from God. While he lived on earth Christ imparted 

this knowledge to his apostles. For this reason he is known 

as the teacher. 

And he who is called wisdom by the prophets. This is 
He who is the Teacher of all created things, the 
Fellow-coµnsellor of God, who foreknew all things; 
and He .f'rom above, from the first foundation o.f' the 
world "in many ways and many times" trains and perfects; 
whence it is rightly said, "Call no man your teacher 
on earth. 11 1 

The knowledge which comes from Christ is the troth and is 

effective in the accomplishment of salvation. 

Now it is well pleasing to Him that we should be saved_; 
and salvation is e.f'fected through both well-d~ing and 
knowledge, bothcof ,.if.'flich the Lord is teacher. 

_1stromata, 6,?, .ANCL, II, 33?. 
2Ibid., 6,15, ANCL, II, 3?5-3?6. 



The :ta-i thful. transmission .of this tradition which had been 
• .. ;; • • ' .. - ., t • 

received from the L~~ was neces~ar., becau&e of its ~portance 

:tor the Church. The apos~les were care:tul.~ instructed and . .. : . . . 

trained to carry- out this .task • . "Now that the Savior has 
\ ' . . : 

taught the apostles, the unwritten .rend~ring of the w~tten 

has been handed down to us."3 

From the a:postles the tradition was handed down to the . . ' 

next generation of teachers.4 I~ was subsequentl7 handed 

down .f'rom one generation to the next. The transmission was 

f'ai th:tul and the tradition correct so that Clement could 

claim that even he had ~een instructed by the Lord. 
. . . 

The proof of' the truth being with us, is the fact of 
the Son of God Himself having taught us. ·For if in 
every- inquiry these universals are found, a person and 
a subject, that which is truly the tru.th is shown to 
be in our hands alone.5 . 

The tradition which Clement had received was ~ivided 

into two basic kinds. The first was written and consisted 

primarily of the Old Testament, some apocryphal books and 

the majority of the books of the New Testament. The second 

was an oral tradition which consisted of an interpretation 

of the written tradition in such matters as doctrine, 
. . 

liturgical practise and moral behavior. 

Although at times Clement gives indication that he is 

3Ibid., 7,1?, ANCL, II, 485. 

4 A'llTCL II', 483 Ibid., ?,16, ;;_.eu.__,_,, • 

5Ibid., 6,15, .ANOL, II, 3?5-3?6. 
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spe'aking of an exclusive _group who· had received this · 

tradit•ion, it is clear that his accent i~ .tUDdamental~ 

ecclesiastical and not sectarian. Tradition .tor Clement 

was the tradition which was the propert7 o.t the Church. 

This is especially clear in his most frequent designation 

of the ru.le as the n ecclesiastical rule. 11 

In the ma~ority of the passages in which the question . 

of authority arises Clement is engaged in a discussion 

with these who have perverted the truth. He is consistent 

in maintaining at all points that they are outside of the 

tradition which the Church bas received and consequentl7 

cannot come to the correct understanding of the teaching 

of the Lord. To demonstrate this he argues that they do 

not follow the rule o.t the Church. The Church is prior to 

heresy; it has its origin with Christ. Heresies are new 

and erroneous teachings which do not have their origin in 

the tradition of the Lord. 

it is evident, .trom the high antiquitJ" and perfect 
truth of the church, that these later heresies, and 
those yet subsequent to them in timet were new 
inventions falsified (from the truthJ.6 

The Church was the guardian of the tradition. She is 

the mother who guides her children into truth. "The mother 

draws the children to herself; and we seek our mother the 

church." 7 The teachers of the Church must always take care 

6Ibid., 7,1?, ANCL, II, 48?. 

?Instructor, 1,5, .ANCL, I, 128. 
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that they f'ollow its guidance and not that of'· those who 

have perverted the truth. 

And we who are children g\iarding against the blasts 

of heresies, which 

blow to our inf'lation; and not putting our trust in 
f'athers who teach us otherwise, are made perfect 
when we are the church, having received Christ the 
head.a 

The Church is one in its understanding and conf'ession of the 

truth. Those outside of it have transSJ,essedt the .::-riil~oo"'f' 

truth and perverted the true tradition. Since the Church 

has its origin in Christ it can be confident that it does 

transmit the truth which He gave to it. 

then it is my opinion that the true church, that which 
is really ancient is one, and that in it those who 
according to God's purpose are just, are enrolled. 
For from the very reason that God is one, and the Lord 
one, that which is in the highest degree honourable 
is lauded in consequence of its singleness, being an 
imitation of the one first principle. In the nature 
of' the One, then, is associated in a joint heritage 
the one Church, which they strive to cut asunder into 
many sects. 

Therefore in substance and idea, in origin, in pre
eminence, we say that the ancient and universal 
church is alone, collecting as it does into the unity' 
of' the one faith--which results from the peculiar 
Testaments, or rather the one Testament in different 
time by the will of the one God, through one Lord-
those already ordained, whom God predestinated, 
kn.owing before the foundation of the world that they 
would be righteous.9 

8Ibid. 

9stromata, ?,l?, ANOL, II, 48?. 
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-~O 8'1JDJDarize the _relationship between the tradition and 

the Church we quote Monde~ert. 

11 ).aisse voir sa profonde conviction dans le reproche 
frequent tait aux heretiques de trahir l 1unite 
l 'Eglise, cette unite ~ est non seulement unite de 
vie sociale, mais unite de foi, unite d'enseignement 
et unite de veri te comme d I alleurs unite des mo7ens de 
salut. Eglise et Tradition se con.ton.dent pour lui en 
une seule reali te vi vante et presente • .LU 

There was then for Clement a living oral tradi ti.on which 

served as interpreter of the written tradition in the 

Scriptures. Although the oral tradition was incorporated 

in a rule it was guarded b7 a select group of teachers. 

These were the gnostics who were to have "the capability' 

of delivering, in a wa7 suitable to God, the secrets veiled 

in the truth. nll "The gnostic alone is able to understand 

and explain the things spoken b7 the Spirit obscurel7.n12 

The living tradition perpetuated b7 these teachers was 

not an addition which the Church made to the tradition which 

bad been received from the Lord. This living tradition was 

also of divine origin and for this reason it gave the 

authentic understanding or the Hol7 Scriptures. God in his 

wisdom had given to his Church through his Son a deposit 

o:r divine wisdom. To preserve this wisdom in his Church he 

lOClaude Mondesert, Clement d'Alexandrie:: fgroduction 
a 1•~tude de sa ten.see relif!euse ~ partir de l riture 
't°Paris: Aubier, 944), P• 17). 

11stromata, 7,1, .ANOL, II", 408. 
12Ibid., 6,15, ANOL, II, 372. 
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maintained an oral and living tradition which continuall7 

led the Church into all truth. 
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